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 SUNGLASSES
 SERENGETI AVIATOR SUNGLASSES 

Serengeti Aviators protect your vision while eliminating glare and sharp-
ening details better than oth er sunglasses. Cloud bound aries are more 
easily delineated and on com ing traffic is more vis i ble. Unique pho to chro-
mic spec tral controls improve your ability to see in marginal VFR and IFR 
conditions. In bright sunlight, you’ll see the instruments better and ghost 
images will be eliminated from the cockpit. Wear them late in the day or 
at sunset to preserve your night vision.

LARGE AVIATOR - Base Curve: 6; Temple 
Length: 140mm
Lens Size: 61.75 x 55.5 x 68mm, Dbl 
10.5mm  Black 
 P/N 2121 ............$99.00

LIVE EYEWEAR  COCOONS SUNGLASSES 
Cocoons were designed to fit over glasses; however our smaller styles 
make them extremely popular as solo sunglasses. Cocoons feature 
PolarTx® polarized lenses to eliminate harsh glare, allowing your eyes 
to remain focused on the task at hand. The optical grade lenses and 
side shields precisely regulate light transmission, reducing eye fatigue 
and strain. They block 100% of damaging UV A&B light, providing 40% 
more protection than conventional sunglasses. Cocoons offer a virtually 
unbreakable frame with soft touch finish, adjustable temples, lifetime 
warranty, 3 contemporary shapes and sizes, and are accessorized with 
floating neoprene case and lens cloth. Color: Black.

Sizing Guide: Measure the width (w) and height (h) of your prescrip-
tion eyewear to determine which Cocoons sunglasses will fit best.

SLIMLINE (MEDIUM)
RX frame sizes: up to 5-3/8”w X 1-5/8”
 P/N 13-02967 .......... $49.95

PIILOT (LARGE)
RX frame sizes: up to 5-3/8”w X 1-5/8”
 P/N 13-02968 .................$49.95

AVIATOR (EXTRA LARGE)
RX frame sizes: up to 5-3/8”w X 1-5/8”
 P/N 13-02969 .......... $49.95

 AMERICAN OPTICAL SUNGLASSES 

ORIGINAL PILOT (SQUARED)

52MM.....P/N 13-03212 ......$52.75

GENERAL (OVAL)

52MM.....P/N 13-03214 ...$59.75
58MM.....P/N 13-03215 ...$59.75

BELT LOOP  EYE GLASS CASE
Safe and secure way to make sure your 
glasses, cell phones and other items are 
always available. The case has a pen pocket 
and accessory strap to attach a pager, a small 
flashlight or clip item. 1000 dernier cordura 
exterior, soft padded durable lining. Black 
color. P/N 13-00699 ...........$12.95

Performance-tested sunglasses with classic aviator styling. The 
Original Pilot Sunglass® has been a favorite of US military pilots for 
more than 40 years.
Engineered to rigid military specifications and issued to millions of US 
soldiers, sailors, marines and airmen since 1958.
The rugged and sturdy structure and high quality finishing of the steel 
alloy frame coupled with distortion free, toughened and polished True 
Color® glass lens have made the AO Flight Gear® Collection the stan-
dard bearer of all fine military sunglasses.

WIDELINE(MEDIUM LARGE)
RX frame sizes: up to 5-5/8”w X 1-3/8”
 P/N 13-04719 .......... $49.95

MINI SLIM(MEDIUM SMALL)
RX frame sizes: up to 4-7/8”w X 1-3/8”
 P/N 13-04720 .................$49.95

STREAM LINE(SMALL)
RX frame sizes: up to 4-7/8”w X 1-3/8”
 P/N 13-04721 .......... $49.95

COCOONS OVER X - Cocoons are 
the only sunglasses in the world that 
will completely isolate your eyes from 
the elements. The collection features 
patented designs that deliver 360° 
of Advanced UV Protection and are 
available in a range of styles and 
sizes that can be worn over prescrip-
tion eyewear or as conventional sun-

glasses.  After wearing Cocoons for a short period of time, your eyes will 
begin to relax. The polarized UV400 front and side lenses treat incoming 
light, eliminating distracting glare and allowing you to focus on the task 
at hand. The patented frames protect your eyes from all angles, blocking 
sunlight, UV, glare, wind, rain and airborne debris. C427C  Features: • 
Polarized UV400 • Scratch Resistant • Flex2fit® Temples • Soft Touch 
Finish • 360° of UV Protection • Ultra Lightweight • Case and Cloth • 
Lifetime Warranty P/N 13-05550 .......................... $49.95

VISTANA OVER X  - Vistana’s proprietary 
lens system delivers a distortion-free, pan-
oramic line of sight not available in any other 
over prescription sunglass. With traditional 
designs, the wearer will experience a gap 
in peripheral vision when scanning from the 

front to the sides due to a section of frame that separates the front and 
side lenses. Vistana’s patented designs use continuous full wrap lenses 
that eliminate the section frame between the front and side lenses, creat-
ing a more open and uninterrupted view. Encourage your customer a tra-
ditional over prescription sunglass to the evolutionary Vistana design and 
they will immediately notice the difference in both performance and style. 
W412G Features: • Polarized UV400 • Scratch Resistant • Flex2fit® 
Temples • Dynamic Base Technology • Ultra Lightweight • Case and 
Cloth • Lifetime Warranty P/N 13-05551 .......................... $49.95

COCOONS QUALITY IN A FLIP-UP
World renowned Cocoons quality is now available in 
the Cocoons Flip-Up sunwear collection. The Polaré 
lens system delivers enhanced visual acuity with a 
choice of polarized gray, amber or copper. Each clip 
includes a protective case and is backed by the Live 
Eyewear limited lifetime warranty. LF40
Copper .................. P/N 13-05552 .................$17.95
Gray ...................... P/N 13-11346 .................$17.95
Amber ................... P/N 13-11347 .................$17.95
Yellow ................... P/N 13-11348 .................$17.95

SEE OUR WEBSITE FOR COCOONS 3D & PHOTOCHROMIC AVIATOR 
SUNGLASSES

LIGHTSPEED AVIATOR SUNGLASSES
Lightspeed Aviator Sunglasses are the only 
aviator glasses designed exclusively to fit per-
fectly with your Lightspeed headset. Designed 
and made in Italy, the lightweight frames are 
made with the same flexible spring steel as 

the Lightspeed Zulu headband.  The sleek low-profile design fits gently 
against your head assuring a solid seal with your Lightspeed headset. 
And the removable anti-glare, non-polarized flip shaded lenses allow you 
to quickly transition from un-obscured sunlight to reading maps in a dark 
cockpit.  Hard carrying case, soft fabric bag and cleaning cloth included.
 P/N 13-10005 ........................ $350.00

AV-SUN SUNGLASSES
Sunglasses for pilots with excellent vision. Feature gradient tint with UV 
protection, the same tint as used by U.S. fighter pilots!  Allow you to see 
air traffic under bright conditions outside and maps and instruments un-
der low light conditions inside. 

AV-SUN 180

P/N 13-12763 . $139.95

AV-SUN GOLD PILOT

P/N 13-12756 ... $59.95

AV-SUN GOLD AVIATOR

P/N 13-12755 ....$59.95

AV-SUN TITANIUM 
CLASSIC

P/N 13-12758 ... $79.95

AV-SUN TITANIUM 
AVIATOR

P/N 13-12760 ... $79.95

AV-SUN TITANIUM 
FLYER

P/N 13-12759 .... $79.95




